
LAB TESTED & FIELD PROVEN

We specialize in three types of acoustic curtains, Quiet Curtains™ designed to block sound, Acoustic
Curtains™ designed to absorb sound, or depending on your noise issue, we may recommend
Combination Curtains which use a blend of both sound blocking and sound absorbing techniques. 

www.acoustic-curtains.com

MADE IN THE USA

BLACKOUT THERMAL REGULATION BEAUTIFUL FABRIC

HIGH QUALITY EASY INSTALL

info@rapl.ca  www.rapl.ca



Introducing Quiet Curtains™, meticulously crafted, rigorously tested, and proven
effective for real-world sound blocking. Our STC rated sound blocking curtains
effectively block outside noise and light, thanks to their three-layer heavy-duty
construction and proprietary lining. These linings are a specialized vinyl made
exclusively for Quiet Curtains™. While the face fabrics used for the curtains play a role,
the primary sound blocking comes from these inner linings.
 
Depending on the fabric and lining, Quiet Curtains™ can block 15-20 dB of noise,
reducing noise volume by up to 60%, making them the most effective tested curtains on
the market.

Key Features:
Lab tested to block up to 15-20 dB, reducing the volume of noise by up to 60%
Heavy-duty three-layer construction
Custom tailoring available to meet your specific needs
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QUIET CURTAINS
Sound Blocking Curtains

™
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Acoustic Curtains™ are precisely designed to absorb sound, decrease reverberation and
echo, and reduce the overall noise within a space. Unlike regular curtains, Acoustic
Curtains™ are specifically engineered to absorb and dampen sound, making them ideal
for spaces requiring high sound absorption levels.

With laboratory acoustic values, reaching up to 1.00 NRC, these curtains offer precise
acoustical control and flexibility. The effectiveness of Acoustic Curtains™ stems from
our unique combinations of fabrics, linings, and construction methods. 

Key Features:
Lab tested up to 1.00 NRC, indicating maximum sound absorption
Heavy-duty three-layer construction for durability
Custom tailoring available to meet your specific needs

ACOUSTIC CURTAINS
Sound Absorbing Curtains

™



1. EASY CLOSE TRACK
Our hooks can be mounted on rods or tracks.
We suggest curtain tracks for these heavy duty
curtains. 

2. QUALITY STITCHING
Our curtains are heavy duty 3 layer curtains
made to last. They have discreet stitching and
reinforced stitching

3. CUSTOMIZE FABRIC
We work with a number of high quality fabrics
which are tested for their noise properties. Our
curtains can be made in a wide range of options
including pleated, ripplefold, flat panel, roman
shades and our new STC 17 roller shades.
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EXAMPLES OF USE

 Hotels & Motels
 Event Spaces
 Restaurants
 Hospitals & Medical Offices
 Classrooms & Music Rooms

Theatres & Auditoriums
Meeting & Conference Rooms
Universities & Colleges
Concert Hall & Stages
Condos

Room Dividers
Casinos
Churches 
Dance Studios
Recording Studios


